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New technology and archaeological practice. Improving the primary archaeological recording process in excavation by means of UAS photogrammetry

Jitte Waagen

University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam School of Ancient Studies and Archaeology (ACASA), Turfdraagsterpad 9, 1012XT, Amsterdam, the Netherlands

ABSTRACT

In the last decade, archaeological fieldwork has seen the increasing use of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UASs, also: drones) and photogrammetrical techniques as tools for mapping archaeological traces in two and three dimensions. Drones allow for great control over the collection of imagery and in combination with photogrammetry put airborne 3D data capture at the disposal of archaeologists, whether they are dealing with excavations, monuments, or complete landscapes. The success of applying any new tool must however be judged in the end by a careful assessment of its tangible improvements of the primary data collection process considering expended project resources. In this context, it is important to point out that the added value of producing, often still laborious, 3D models for the primary process of data collection in field archaeology is not yet completely self-evident. Although 3D recording may be a useful additional layer of documentation for those who can afford it, the question remains to what degree the time, equipment and personnel investment actually improves our capabilities of doing archaeology. In this paper, I propose a new, well-defined, transparent and standardized mapping approach based on the combination of a budget UAS and straightforward photogrammetrical techniques, fully embedded in the workflow of knowledge production in archaeological excavation. I will reflect on the future potential of this approach, as well as engage with the ongoing discussion about developments in the processes of documentation and interpretation.

1. Introduction

In the last decade, archaeological fieldwork has seen the increasing use of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UASs) and photogrammetrical techniques as tools for mapping archaeological traces in two and three dimensions. This is perhaps no surprise. On the one hand, the use of data from remote sensing techniques such as aerial photography and satellite imagery, as well as Digital Elevation Models, are already firmly established as techniques for studying archaeological landscapes. And on the other hand, technical scale drawing of archaeological features and objects has been part of archaeological documentation since the dawn of the discipline. Given these traditions, it is evident that many archaeologists have been quick to explore the possibilities of these new tools and have been keen to engage in site-based experimentation. The reduced costs of UAS, in particular, has encouraged their deployment for aerial photography in studying a wide range of archaeological sites and landscapes (e.g. Brenningmeyer et al., 2015; Campana, 2017; Fernández-Hernández et al., 2015; Lambers et al., 2007; Lang et al., 2015; Ostrowski and Hanus, 2016; Remondino et al., 2011; Rinaudo et al., 2012; Sauerbier and Eisenbeiss, 2010; Stek, 2016; Verhoeven, 2009; Wernke et al., 2016). The optimization of Image Based Modeling techniques with Structure from Motion (SfM, see for explanation James and Robson, 2012) approaches for which the algorithms have seen rapid improvement, paved the way for comprehensive photogrammetry software, and made recording of 3D data with budget cameras possible, in the lab as well as in the field (for excavation e.g. Caro et al., 2016; Dellepiane et al., 2012; Dell’Unto et al., 2017; Doneus et al., 2011; De Reu et al., 2014; Forte, 2014; Olson et al., 2013; Roosevelt et al., 2015; Willemsen and Seubers, 2015; for architecture e.g. Lambers et al., 2007; Sapirstein, 2016; Wernke et al., 2016). A combination of the two techniques allows for precise orthomapping, and the concept of using an ‘airborne camera’ in combination with photogrammetry techniques for documenting landscapes in three dimensions has also been the subject of many studies (e.g. Barsanti et al., 2012; Brenningmeyer et al., 2015; Campana, 2017; Howland et al., 2014; Lang et al., 2015; Fernández-Hernández et al., 2015; Ostrowski and Hanus, 2016; Prins et al., 2014; Remondino et al., 2011; Rinaudo et al., 2012; Sauerbier and Eisenbeiss, 2010; Sordini et al., 2016; Verhoeven, 2009; Verhoeven et al., 2012; Wernke et al., 2016).
et al., 2012; Wernke et al., 2016). Drones allow for great control over the collection of imagery and in combination with photogrammetry put airborne 3D data capture at the disposal of archaeologists, whether they are dealing with excavations, monuments, or complete landscapes.

The success of applying any new tool must however be judged in the end by a careful analysis which weighs up investments against the yields. Of course there must be room for experimentation, and 3D models are clearly valuable for the purposes of public outreach, digital conservation and teaching. But for scientific data collection which, at least in archaeology, is very much under pressure these days, a reflexive stance is in order (also advocated in general for the application of digital tools by e.g. Gordon et al., 2016: 10; Kersel, 2016: 489). For the primary archaeological process, employing digital tools needs to bring clear improvements, demonstrable by well-defined, transparent and standardized procedures, which are usually lacking (Campana, 2017; Dell’Unto 2014: 151; Sapirstein and Murray, 2017: 337). In this context, although in general one could rightfully contend that archaeologists have a moral obligation to capture information as accurately as possible (Campana, 2014; Sapirstein and Murray, 2017), it remains important to point out that the added value of 3D models for the primary archaeological process in field archaeology is not completely self-evident. Archaeologists obviously routinely study materials in three dimensions, however, the translation of those subjects to a two dimensional documentation is not just a technical necessity, but part and parcel of the process of archaeological fieldwork practices (Campana, 2014, 2017). Field drawing is an ability that requires an understanding of the object of study and thus should not be undervalued, the interpretation that is essential to that procedure is a fundamental part of the archaeological process (Campana, 2014, 2017; Morgan and Wright, 2018). I would suggest that this is true within the context of a lot of archaeological excavations, and is well demonstrated in the field of Mediterranean excavation archaeology.

The main reason for this is that the documentation of archaeological features is typically quite difficult in many regions of the Mediterranean due to the soil conditions, i.e. hard and dry clays, as well as complex stratigraphy. It must be recognized that photographs cannot simply be used to replace handmade drawings in the field as photographs are unable to capture all of the often subtle changes in the properties of soils such as textures, minutely small inclusions, minor colour fluctuations, and combinations of all of these things (Campana, 2017; Powlesland, 2016; Willemsen and Seubers, 2015). The interpretation of these characteristics is one that typically takes place during drawing since that procedure calls for determining the spatial arrangement of features and strata. Making 3D models instead of drawing, as suggested or even adopted in some projects (e.g. De Reu et al., 2013; Prins et al., 2014; Roosevelt et al., 2015) would in this case be a very poor substitute. It would certainly seem to remove or at best defer close interpretation of layers and features in the field. Indeed some scholars have stated firmly that photographs could never be used as a substitute for onsite drawing (Dell’Unto, 2014: 152), and that such substitution might lead to actual “de-skilling” i.e. the loss of the archaeological ability that goes hand in hand with the interpretative process (Caraher, 2016: 435). The notion that creating a 3D model of an excavation compensates for the destructive character of archaeological excavation is therefore equally confounded. In cases where a setup is proposed in which identifying features, interpretation, describing/annotating and recording are embedded into a single 3D workflow, a clear description of how that would play out in practice is dearly lacking, appears rather convoluted and/or lacks a quantitative assessment of improvement over current documentation techniques (cf. Dell’Unto et al., 2017; De Reu et al., 2013: 1118; Roosevelt et al., 2015: 334–335). In cases where 3D recording is an additional layer of documentation next to handmade drawing, one should really assess in detail whether the effort of recording is an additional documentation phase early in the analytical sequence of fieldwork (Campana, 2017; Limp, 2016), which is very much in line with the view expressed in this paper. The challenge then appears to be to set up a photogrammetrical recording and data processing workflow in such a way that a standardized daily model of the complete excavation trench of good quality is achieved, against a minimal investment in person hours and with as little interruption as possible.
possible to fieldwork.

In terms of quality, clearly the resulting model must have a high enough resolution to discern the smallest archaeological features and optimal lighting conditions, under the circumstances of common restraints in fieldwork. Additionally, the model must be accurate to the degree that it is at least as good as achieved with other means of measuring and recording. Although good results on achieving a high level of accuracy have been demonstrated (e.g. De Reu et al., 2014), quality issues have by no means become trivial problems; there are many sources of error and they depend very much on the setup of recording of the material and subsequent choices in modeling (e.g. Sapirstein, 2016). The sensible case has been made that for every unique photogrammetrical workflow, error estimations are required (Green et al., 2014: 181). Therefore, certainly in this stage of early adoption, explicitly dealing with geometrical accuracy is an essential part of employing a photogrammetrical approach to archaeological fieldwork.

In this paper, I propose a new, well-defined, transparent and standardized mapping approach based on the combination of a budget UAS (hereafter: drone) and photogrammetrical techniques for excavation, which exactly provides this quality respecting a reasonable investment in resources. This will be demonstrated in the context of a case study from excavations of Satricum, Lazio, Italy, where in two subsequent seasons a workflow has been developed, tested and implemented. Finally, I will reflect on the on future potential of this approach, as well as engage with the ongoing discussion about developments in processes of documentation and interpretation.

3. Satricum and the excavation trench of 2017

Satricum is a Latin settlement located some 60 km south of Rome near the modern-day village of Borgo Le Ferriere (Fig. 1). The site is known for its long history of settlement and burial starting in the 9th c. BC. and continuing up to the 3rd c. BC. The most conspicuous archaeological remains are those related to the sanctuary dedicated to the goddess of dawn, Mater Matuta, of which the first of several successive phases was erected in the mid-7th c. BC. The excavations at Satricum, which by now run well over 40 years, have since 1977 been organized by the Koninklijk Nederlands Instituut Rome and the Rijksuniversiteit Groningen in the early phase; and from 1991 onwards by the Universiteit van Amsterdam under the direction of Prof. dr. M. Gnade (see e.g. Gnade, 2002, 2013, 2014).

The excavations take place in the typical hard, dry and clayey soils which contain a rich and varied archaeological record, consisting of architectonic remains, pavements, floors, burials, trenches and pits. The excavation trench of 2017 and 2018 measuring 450 sq.m. is located in the so-called PDC II area and is aimed at documenting and understanding the complex sequence of architectonic remains in the lower city area amongst which are the main road of the town running in an east-west direction, several side roads and large buildings alongside that have been found during the last couple of seasons, in order to be able to embed it in the stratigraphic sequence of the settlement’s history.

4. Objectives and design of the experiments

As specified above, the objectives for the deployment of the drone and photogrammetrical processing were to minimize the investments in time and effort on one side, and to maximize eventual quality and accuracy of the models; defined as ‘fit for their purpose’. The developed workflow is assessed using the following criteria:

1. Is there an improvement in the primary fieldwork processes respecting the same standards for accuracy?
2. Is there interruption or delay of the fieldwork?
3. Is the process automated to a degree where it doesn’t take a full day of person hours to produce the final models?
4. Are the models available on time to be effectively used?
5. Is the process repeatable respecting the same parameters of precision and accuracy?

The deployment of the drone allows for automation of capturing...
photos and facilitates repeatability due to its capacity to store a fixed route. The automated adjustment of shutter speed and ISO values ensure a consistent exposure (values were kept between 100 and 200 ISO and between 1/50-1/100 shutter speed, at a constant aperture of F/2.8). Since the fairly low resolution of the integrated camera, 12MP, necessitates a relatively large number of photos to arrive at a good resolution, the drone was set at a speed of 0.3 m per second, and one photo every 5 s. This setup resulted in one photo every 1.5 m of flight, which, together with a set of complementary low oblique photos shot manually, resulted in a total dataset of ca. 160 photos. Altitude of the drone was set at 6 m, and with an image resolution of 4000 × 3000 pixels, focal length of 3.61 mm and sensor width of 6.17 mm, resulted in a ground sample distance (GSD) of 1.6 mm for each individual photo, resulting in a 2.8 mm GSD for the resulting model, i.e. every pixel covering 2.8 mm of real space (for technical explanation see Sapirstein and Murray, 2017).

After some experimentation, it was clear that in August this procedure worked best in the early evening; 19.55 a.m. to be precise, just before sunset, creating a pocket of time in which there is still sufficient but no more direct light, avoiding the problem of cast shadows due to the low position of the sun. This recording moment is very convenient because fieldwork by then was already finished and the imagery captured was exactly the state of the excavation at the end of the fieldwork that day (Fig. 2).

A vital element of the applied setup used was the deployment of coded targets generated by the photogrammetrical software itself. These targets were positioned using a Total Station, and used for the initial alignment of the photos, enhancing the speed of that procedure and eventual precision (Powlesland, 2016: 24; Sapirstein, 2016; Sapirstein and Murray, 2017), as well as georeference the models for effortless integration within a Geographic Information System. The targets were fixed only at the borders of the trench, so their considerable size, center point radius 30 mm, did not cover any archaeology (Fig. 3).

After collecting the imagery, which takes about 20 min during a single flight, manual data processing cost ca. 20–30 min, after which the production of a high quality model, orthophoto and DEM could be run as a batch process.

5. Results

As outlined above, notwithstanding the various useful purposes a 3D model of your excavation may serve, for real integration within the documentation process, the quality of the model and the speed of production are essential. The criteria used for evaluating the method outlined here have been mentioned earlier.

5.1. Process

As for the speed and uninterrupted flow of the fieldwork, this setup proved efficient. The recording takes place outside of excavation hours and requires a short time. The capturing of information is standardized using automated settings and a fixed flight plan that should practically result in comparable series of photos, although extreme atmospheric conditions can of course always hinder the flight. Due to the increased stability of the DJI Phantom 3 as well as the independent moveable gimbal, the usual problem of wind (e.g. Remondino et al., 2011; Rinaudo et al., 2012; Sauerbier and Eisenbeiss, 2010) is much less prominent. Given that the markers are well-fixed, the TS mapping of the points has to be done only once and thus is a single investment of another 30 min at the beginning of the project. The processing work in Agisoft PhotoScan is one that takes about 20–30 min of manual work and then a full night of processing, depending on the hardware platform of course. The complete batched procedure in this case took about 10 h on a standard laptop (see below for hardware specifications), which, admittedly, means it is finished about 3–4 h after fieldwork has started. This is not ideal, though it must be stressed that this is principally a matter of upgrading the working system; in 2018 a gaming laptop was used that finished the complete procedure in 3 h (about twice the cost of the standard laptop).

With regard to quality, the GSD of 2.8 mm is sufficient to easily identify shapes and distinguish between pieces of pottery, tile and stones (Figs. 4 and 5). The colours and contrast of the model approach the quality of the photos most archaeologists are used to work with in the context of an excavation in the Mediterranean.

5.2. Geometry

As for the geometrical accuracy, it has already been found in several projects that photogrammetry, in combination with using targets, is able to produce very accurate results (De Reu et al., 2014; Sapirstein, 2016; Sapirstein and Murray, 2017). Photogrammetry is even likely to provide more accurate geometrical data than attainable with at least some TS (Sapirstein, 2016: 138). PhotoScan itself provides error estimations (Agisoft LLC, 2017: 32–33) which we can use to assess our model, the GCP Error and the Reprojection Error. The GCP Error is the root mean square error (RMSE) for the difference between the initial placement of the GCPs (the coded targets) based on the coordinates and the eventual placement of those points based on the calculation of their position (Table 1). The Reprojection error is the RMSE averaged distance between all tie points originally recognized on the photos and their calculated position in the 3D model. The average GCP RMSE of our model in cm. rounded to two decimals is 0.98 and the average Reprojection error of our model is 1.28 pix.

The GCP error with a RMSE of less than 1 cm is reasonable for our purposes, with average deviations from the true position of archaeology in the model is 0.98 cm in three dimensions. It should be remembered

![Fig. 2. Capturing just before sunset, the drone hovering at 6 m above the excavation trench, colour, single column. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)](Image 49x94 to 277x400)
that the source of this error is at least as likely to be inaccuracies in the TS measurements used to position the GCPs as inaccuracies in the model. At any rate, the objective was not to achieve extremely high levels of accuracy (which surpass accuracy levels required for archaeological excavation, also noted by De Reu et al., 2014: 260; Doneus et al., 2011: 87), but to find a balance between acceptable quality and an efficient workflow. In order to be able to validate accuracy external of the software, it is necessary to check what these error estimations mean in the field. Therefore, a series of points have been compared with their respective TS positions, which are shown here in this graph. Although, indeed it has recently been argued that TS systems do not offer enough precision to demonstrate the accuracy in comparison with SfM methods (Sapirstein, 2016: 138–139), this already is a heartening thought; if we are having smaller errors than those with using a TS we would already have improved on the current standards. However, since there are in any SfM setup so many possible sources for error this must be checked.

With a horizontal error $\bar{x} = 16$ mm, $s = 11.4$ mm and a vertical

![Fig. 3. Screenshot of Agisoft PhotoScan with the coded targets recognized as markers, colour, double column. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)](image-url)

![Fig. 4. Orthomosaic of the excavation, recorded at 19.35, colour, double column. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)](image-url)
error \( \bar{x} = 17.1 \text{ mm} \) and \( s = 6.2 \text{ mm} \), for \( n = 12 \), it is clear that the procedure does indeed attain a considerable level of accuracy based on field measurements (Fig. 6). The mean error for the vertical checks is a little bit higher, but the two distributions of error are not statistically dissimilar. A T-test on sample means shows that the 1.08 mm difference is not significant (\( t = 0.288, p = 0.78 \)). The low standard deviation of the vertical accuracy should be approached with some caution though, the deepest points of the trench have not been checked, where deviations may be greater (Fig. 7).

Admittedly, this validation could be stronger using more points but this has not been possible due to practical constraints. Nevertheless, applying a Student's T to check for significance, we find that the mean error of the model lies between 4.4 and 22.6 mm for the horizontal accuracy, and between 13.5 and 20.7 mm for the vertical accuracy, against a confidence level of 95%. For the purpose outlined above, this is acceptable given the general accuracy of TS measurement that easily surpasses 2 cm errors in archaeological excavations.

Another approach to error assessment common for photogrammetrical techniques is performing repeatability tests (Dellepiane et al., 2012: 206 Sapirstein, 2016: 139). By comparing several models of a single subject created by separate batches of photos acquired using the same workflow, it is possible to estimate accuracy by assessing point discrepancies between models. Although it is a fairly crude indicator, it is a very useful one to get a sense of the level of reproducibility of the photogrammetrical workflow. For the current workflow, two subsequent models were compared to minimize error due to soil removal or displacement by wind or the ongoing traversing of people, in an area of \( 7 \times 7 \times 4 \text{ m}^3 \) where no excavation took place in those two days. Using CloudCompare, the sparse point cloud of one model was compared to the mesh of another; with a \( \bar{x} = 2.7 \text{ mm} \) and \( s = 25 \text{ mm} \). Based on this repeatability assessment, we can safely conclude that the two recordings resulted in two geometrically similar models, which is a good result.

With a mean error in relation to the measurement grid of less than 2 cm average, and thus already at least as accurate as the usual TS measurements, low RSMEs in the photogrammetrical procedure, and an adequate reproducibility of the result, the geometrical quality of the

---

**Table 1**

GCP error calculated by Agisoft PhotoScan, averaged over several models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Count</th>
<th>X error (cm)</th>
<th>Y error (cm)</th>
<th>Z error (cm)</th>
<th>XY error (cm)</th>
<th>Total (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 5.** Orthomosaic detail, slightly post-processed colour, double column. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

**Fig. 6.** Histograms of the 12 control measurements for horizontal and vertical accuracy, bw, single column.
model is in its current form readily sufficient for most common uses in the archaeological fieldwork practice.

6. Discussion

The presented case demonstrates the feasibility of a standardized workflow for photogrammetrical recording with a minimal investment in resources. The primary goal for its actual implementation has been to support the process of manual drawing at the excavation. Given the resolution, the accuracy and the overall clarity of the resulting orthophotos and 3D models, this is a very solid basis. A straightforward method was implemented, where the orthophotos most obvious features were digitized, used as background on mm sheets in the field, and then easily completed with missing data and the interpretations of the trench leaders.

The potential of producing an accurate photogrammetric model on a daily basis has broader uses and implications, as mentioned earlier. Probably the most obvious practical advantage for the primary archaeological process is the potential for re-observing archaeological features and layers and their properties. Whereas I argued that the possibility for a full reinterpretation of archaeological stratigraphy is limited, there is a range of information that can indeed be reassessed, which is difficult, if impossible, from manual drawings and/or single photographs. Indeed, where the 2 dimensional abstraction is an act of interpretation that needs physical interaction with the soils, it is also a reduction of data, i.e. only that is captured that is deemed of interest to the interpreter (Limp, 2016: 353–357). Equally, the decision of the scenes that must be captured by the excavation’s photographer is an act

Fig. 7. DEM (upper) and sky view factor model (lower) of the excavation trench, black crosses are control points, red triangles grid points and black circles coded targets, colour, double columns. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
of interpretation. Thus, producing a full detail photorealistic model of the excavation on a daily basis is likely to capture a lot of information that may potentially be of use, and in that sense provides a more neutral layer of documentation in the primary archaeological process. The objectification may not only provide useful insights on a single site, where it offers the possibility to reassess information that may have been missed earlier, but maybe even more so in between sites where documentation systems such as drawing standards, but also expertise related to specific periods or soils, may vary considerably between institutions and archaeologists.

On a more abstract level, having a daily produced complete 3D model of the excavation is likely to have an impact on the interpretative process, as argued in various places (e.g. Campana, 2017; Limp, 2016). As an additional layer of very detailed and strongly visual information of the larger whole, the 3D model allows evaluation of hypotheses, and/or provoke new ones, in a phase of fieldwork way before handmade drawings, digitization and aggregation in a GIS would have made them possible. For example, studying the layout of various wall remains may provoke the question whether they were all planned and constructed as a single operation, which might be assessed by checking the exact levels and orientation of the foundations. Digitally, this will now only require a single action from behind your desk at the moment of studying the plans, which could otherwise only be done by taking a series of new measurements the next morning or even waiting until after a final drawing phase. Due to the virtues of 3D models, such advantages become more significant in case of more complex geometries. In this sense, it does indeed have the potential to break the interpretative cycle at an excavation, or at least makes for smaller cycles and more recursive processes of understanding in the primary archaeological process (Limp, 2016: 350). The intrinsic quality of the 3D data collected through a daily standardized workflow with little investment in resources such as the one here described, surely creates a versatile and valuable addition to the primary archaeological process.

7. Final considerations

As for the quantification of efficiency, the eventual cost benefit cannot be gauged from the results of these two seasons. Evidently, for comparing to hand drawing without the use of the models generated by this procedure, one would need to actually calculate the true profit in person hours of the proposed workflow over mapping the area at 1:20 by hand. A ‘guestimate’ from an experienced drawing specialists would be an increase in efficiency between 50% and 95%, evidently depending on the detail and geometrical complexity of the subject (Opgenhaffen, personal communication; Kriek, personal communication).

In addition to the limitations and possible issues mentioned in the text, a few more need to be addressed here.

The most evident one is that the case study worked with an excavation trench of moderate size, as compared to the often large trenches of the open area excavation approach common in Italy (Carandini, 1981). An increase in area will respectively amplify flying times, the number of photos and thus processing time. All results presented in this case study must be seen in the light of a maximum of ca. 450 sqm., and all workflow parameters thus need careful consideration in circumstances where trenches are substantially larger.

The designed workflow is based on a single image capturing moment each day. This might be insufficient with faster cycles of excavation and recording, and additional recording of photos may be required for smaller areas (cf. Olson et al., 2013; Roosevelt et al., 2015). Furthermore, in order to reach an optimal increase in efficiency, the 2D manual drawing on top of the 3D and 2D products from the model would also be done digitally (for 2D drawing on tablets see e.g. Forte, 2014; for directly in 3D Dell’unto et al., 2017). Such a procedure in itself would also call for a well-considered workflow of data and quality control as well as raise issues such as digital annotation, as already acknowledged by others (e.g. De Reu et al., 2014: 261). The use of tablets is often suggested for further annotation of orthophotos and/or 3D models, and workflows towards integration with GIS and databases are currently being tested. An approach that could prove versatile is to work with a tablet that allows pen drawing, i.e. freehand drawing, directly in GIS. Such a workflow would accommodate using the ortho-photo/3D model information, avoid breaking the standardized GIS processing and still approach the physical process of producing a hand drawing. Obviously that would require some additional GIS processing, i.e. converting freehand drawn lines into polygons with identifiers, but that is a process that could largely be automated. It should be stressed however, that a valid issue here is one shouldn’t be limited by the affordances of a tablet (Morgan and Wright, 2018), and probably the handiness of a tablet still leaves much to desire in comparison to paper and pencil.

Finally, an often mentioned problem in the context of 3D data recording is that of data storage, accessibility and preservation (cf. Bevan, 2015), although these surely need careful thought, at least for an approach such as this, with less than 200 photos and three resulting models (2D ortho, DEM, 3D mesh), totaling to maximum of 4GB on a daily basis, this is unlikely to become an insurmountable problem. Given that the project takes the conventional responsibility for producing professional level meta-info and reports, as well as tries to adhere to open standards, the accessibility of content and software should remain acceptable. The fast pace of decreasing costs of storage will render the daily production of a couple of GB of data a minor issue. Online scientific data sharing solutions will greatly ease all three areas, storage, accessibility and preservation, in the near future.

8. Conclusions

The aim of this project was to contribute to the developing implementation of UASs and photogrammetrical methods in the primary archaeological fieldwork process. Although 3D recording will not substitute 2D technical handmade drawings in most excavations on the short run, they can be effectively embedded in the primary process. As such, the proposed method is a new approach combining both techniques in an efficient, well-defined, transparent and standardized workflow for archaeological excavations. The result is a specified workflow that allows for the daily production of a 3D model and 2D orthoimage that retains geometrical accuracy at a high resolution with a modest investment of resources. In this way, the 3D model and 2D orthoimage facilitate field drawing and building a 3D archive of the ongoing excavations on a 24h iteration, allowing reassessment of observations. The outcomes impart clear benefits for the process of scientific data collection in the field, and are thereby a useful addition to the production of knowledge during fieldwork.

Materials

UAS

- DJI Phantom 3 Standard

Specifications UAS camera

- Sensor: 1/2.3" CMOS; Effective Pixels 12 M
- Lens: FOV 94° 20 mm (35 mm format equivalent) f/2.8
- ISO Range: 100-1600
- Electronic Shutter Speed: 8–1/8000 s
- Image Size: 4000 × 3000

Software

- Agisoft PhotoScan Professional v. 1.3.2 build 4205 (64bit)
- DJI Go; Go Creative app 3.1.1
- CloudCompare 2.9.1 (64bit)
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